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ABSTRACT

The influence of bond and site dilution on the two-dimensional

spin-one Ising model on a honeycomb lattice is investigated. Temperature-

concentration phase diagrams for fixed values of the ratio of bilinear and

biquadratic exchange interactions are determined.

1. INTRODUCTION

The magnetic properties of amorphous and disordered materials hat been

the object of much interest, both from the experimental and from the

theoretical point of view. We wish to point out in this paper the relevance

of a simple formalism, the finite-cluster approximation (FCA), recently

introduced by Boccara [1], for the determination of the phase diagrams of such

mater ials.

Indeed, where the interest of the investigation lies more on the

determination of non-universal properties like the phase diagram, it pays to

approach the problem with methods (like FCA) that appear as a systematic

improvement aver mean-field theory [2], instead of applying the admittedly more

soph;sticated. but clumsier, methods like th real-space renormalizaiion group

{RSRG).

In particular, site-dilution (which is physically more relevant than

bond-dilution) is much easier to study within FCA. Another advantage is that

it is not necessary to introduce ad hoc approximations for the renormal i/.ed

probability distribution of the interactions, non to choose in a more or less

arbitrary way the "right" random variable over which to average [3]-{51.

We discuss in this paper the application of FCA to the diluted spin-one

Ising model on the honeycomb lattice. The choice of the lattice allows to keep

the algebra simple, but other lattices can be treated in a straightforward way.

The presence of both bilinear and biquadratic exchange interactions gives a richer

phase diagram.

To make the paper self-contained we review in Sec. 2 the. application of

KCA to the pure spin-one halt Ising model. The pure spion-one model is

introduced and treated in Sec. 3. The diluted model is discussed in Sec. 4.

Sec. 5 contains a brief discussion of the results.

2. PURE SPIN-ONE HALF ISING MODEL
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Let us describe the application of FCA to a pure spin-one half Ising

model with nearest-neighbour interactions. The Hamiltonian is:

H = -
(1)

where J > 0, o. - ±1 and the summation runs over all pairs of nearest-
I r

neighbours.

If <°n'* denotes the mean value of o« for a given configuration c

for all other spins, i.e. when all other spins a. (i ^ 0) have fixed values,

w hwe have:
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-. -UJ,
i-.l (2)

where K = SJ and the summation is extended over the z nearest-neighbours

3. (i - 1,2,... z) of ofi. The a., appearing under "Tr" indicates that, the

trace is performed over o_ oniy. Relation (2) is exact and the magnetization

ier siLe which is the thermal average m of Oy is obtained by averaging

tank(K Y~~ Oj) over all configurations. This is a formidable task and the
i = l

ru>r-iti t it'lii approximation corresponds to the very crude estimate:

which corresponds to the probability distribution:

As the random variables a. take the values -1 and +1. a better choice is:
1

(3)

which still neglects correlations between different spins but takes exactly into

A a.'iiunt rt11 .it i uns Like o , - 1 .

z
To average tank{ K ^ o . ) when the o. are distributed according t.o

i = i

' h t ij approx im.it e probability law, it is easier to use the fol lowing theorem:

T hi? sot of 'ill bounded real func.t. ions of o. , a ~ , - - - , u is a 2 -dimensional

3\\ic 1 idftan space . The snt { I , a . , . . . ar , a , o^ » • • • » o . o,, . . - o } , which contains

A \ 1 r he product of dj t"f erent spins, is an orthonormai basis for the inner product

(iff ined by;

If, for instance, •;, - 3 (honeycomb lattice) we havo:

and when we average the right-hand site of (A) approximating
m t we obtain the equation;

by

(5)

which determines m for the whole temperature range.

Within this approximation the critical temperature is the solution

of:

(6)

i.e. T - 2.10J, which is to be compared with the mean-field result:c
1 - JJ and the exact one T = 1.519J (6j.
c c

Eq.(5) has been obtained within the zeroth-order approximation.

We define the first-order approximation for ^°Q-' performing the traces over

Of. and its first neighbours o , o. and a., all other spins of the lattice

having fixed values. It is clear that the expression for <;an> i n this caste

wiil depend only on the spins a,, a,* o,, a.,, o and Oq (Fig. 1) which are

the external first neighbours of the spins belonging to the border of the

cluster {°(v
 ai. a2' °3^ ' Taking into account the theorem given above,

<an> can be written in the form of a polynomial and then averaged as we did for

the zeroth-order approximation. We shall not write down explicitly the equation

m - f(K,m) which is rather complicated.

The second-order approximation for <°ri> i s defined with a trace

performed over the spins belonging to the cluster {°/i» °i» -•• On) ^ d more

generally the n -order approximation is defined, in an obvious way, by a t.race

performed over all the spins of a cluster centered on ô . containing

l + 3 + 6 + . . . + 3 n - l + 3n(n+l)/2 spins, all the spins of the lattice not

belonging to this cluster having fixed values. The expression of <of)> .

which is exact, depends only on the external first neighbours of the spins uf t lie

border of the cluster considered. Here again, after having written <an> in

polynomial form, we average this last expression neglecting correlations between

different spins.
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3. SPIN-ONE ISING MODEL WITH BIQUADRATIC EXCHANGE

We consider in this section the pure spin-one Ising model with

biquadratic exchange, defined by the Hamiltonian:

H = „ • S-S- _ (7)

where J > 0, a > 0, S, = -1, 0, +1 and the summations run over all

nearest-neighbour pairs. If S. could only take two values (-1, +1), as

in the model considered by Tiwari et al. {7J, the second term would be

independent of the configuration and could not possibly influence the

thermodynainical behaviour of the model.

We put the spins on a honeycomb lattice. The zero -order FCA (the only

one we shall make here) leads to the following equations (we use the notation

K = pj):

Cs,*+ $
.(8)

(9)

The theorem previously quoted concerns functions of spins of magnitude

one-half. It can be easily extended to functions of spins of magnitude one.

Note that for a single spin, {I, S, S ) is not an orthogonal basis. Eqs. (8)

and (9) take the form;

(U)

-5-

The coefficients are functions of K and a . They are given in

the Appendix. The averages of (K>) and (11) over all configurations

give

(13)

where <^S> = m and

If we replace x in (12) by its expression taken from (13), we obtain

an equation for m of the form:

(14)

The critical temperature is the solution of:

d = (15)

where x~ is the solution of:

~X = (16)

it. THE DILUTE SYSTEM

Extension of this method to the less trivial case of random models is

straightforward. If, for instance, the interactions are random variables, the

mean values <s0>s.
 ar>d < S 0 >

c '
 w h e n a 1 1 o t h e r s P l n s Si U ^ 0)

interactions K have fixed values, are for the honeycomb lattice given by:

(17)

• K.i $») + ***-f [- '
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.,*,) + «cr[. < [KJ% *.£ + *„$
"(18)

The theorem from which we obtained (10) and (11) from (8) and (9) can

be used here. It gives:

(19)

<S'X = \ .1

(20)

For a bond-dilute system K Q i = Kn. where ru is the occupation

number of bond Qi. The coefficients of the polynomials (19) and (20) are functions

of the discrete random variables n, , n- and n

To average first over all spin configurations and then over disorder,

we use the same theorem, writing all functions of iij, n2 and n3 in

polynomial forms. This leads to the following equations:

s 3 A( m + £ B^ Tm X +. C, -m
3
 + } D̂  "rn X* (21)

x , (22)

where the coefficients, which are averaged over disorder, are functions of K,

a and <n> = p.

We have put:

V-

-7-

uhere i = l.Z.J and l r j - i

Appendix. To obtain the T-p phase diagram (Fig. 2) we proceed as in the

previous section. Eqs.(21) and (22) are similar to Eqs.(12) and (13) except

that ion (21) and (22) the coefficients are not only functions of K and a

but also depend on p.

For a site-dilute system KQi = K n ^ where n Q and n^ are the

occupation numbers of sites 0 and i. A simple calculation shows that m

and x are given by Eqs.(21) and (22) where the coefficients are functions of

K, a and p. Their dependences of these variables arc the same as for the

bond problem except that they are all multiplied by an extra factor p.

The corresponding phase diagram is given in Fig. 3. It has the same

general features as the one we obtained for bend dilution.
2

Let us remark that, if a tends to infinity, then S tends to 1

i.e. (S = ±1) and we recover the usual spins o = ±1 Ising model which yields

the result given in Ref. !l].

5. DISCUSSION

FCA has allowed us to recover by means of a comparatively simple

calculation phase diagrams for diluted Ising models which has the same

qualitative features of the ones obtained from KSKG. FCA allows one to

treat as easily site percolation as bond percolation.

One should however remark a few short-comings of the method: one

is common to all mean-field like methods, namely that is necessary to identify

the order parameter beforehand. Moreover, it appears from Fig. 2 that the

critical temperature reaches zero at three different values of the dilution p,

depending on the values of a: The value p at which this happens should

be universal, since it is determined by the percolation threshold. Nevertheless

calculations of the spin-one half Ising models have shown that the violation

of universality is reduced as the order of approximation in FCA is improved.

Finally, it is essential for the approximation to work that the spins have a

finite number of states each, in order to provide a finite algebra: and the

number of terms in the approximate increases rapidly as the number of states of

each spin is increased.
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APPENDIX

Coefficients of Eqs.(lO) and (II)

' I

c, ±
1 4

K _D (-

+ Mtp (.-K

K

Cn (-

K +. jAtp (_o<

I K .j. QM.n (- ̂  at KJ

r.

Z £A(-i

Cof.fficie.its of Eqs.(19) and (20):

5-

^

ta\t,l<

3
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\ -
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Fig- 1 The honeycomb lattice.
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Fig. 2 The T-p phase diagram of the bond-dilute model.
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Fig. 3 The T-p phase diagram of the site-dilute model.
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